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Case Study

PhotoRoute
Digital Mapping
in Brighton
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PhotoRoute is a new, innovative,
walker-friendly, digital mapping system
which allows visitors and residents to
navigate an area more easily.
How does it work?
The tool provides images of the actual street environment
overlaid onto accessible digital maps. Containing clear
instructions at decision points, directional arrows, step-free
options and travelling times and distances, the tool enables
visitors to confidently navigate a destination. The software is
available in website, print and app format.
The inclusive option of step-free routes offers accessibility
information for wheelchair users, older people, families with
pushchairs/younger children and those with heavy luggage
and means that more visitors can enjoy the experiences on
offer in a destination.
This case study describes the PhotoRoute pilot which was
funded through a partnership between Enabled City and
VisitBrighton and delivered digital maps of step-free circular
routes around some of Brighton’s top sights.

“

PhotoRoute enables visitors
to confidently navigate a location
by providing accessible maps with
clear instructions at decision points,
step-free options and travelling
times and distances in website,
print and app formats.

“
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VisitBrighton understood that improved information
provision and excellent customer service were the key
drivers for tapping into the accessible tourism market. On
the back of this, they chose PhotoRoute walking maps,
designed to help potential visitors make an informed
decision when booking their seaside break and enable them
to comfortably navigate the area during their stay.
Enabled City created maps of circular, step-free routes of
‘honey pot’ tours, such as the North and South Lanes,
Brighton Pavilion, Brighton Museum, Preston Manor and
Booth Museum. Maps featured links to accommodation
partners, including Jurys Inn, Thistle Brighton and Hilton
Brighton Metropole, who are all members of VisitEngland’s
National Accessible Scheme.
The finished maps were then showcased on VisitBrighton’s
website and embedded on PhotoRoute’s VisitBrighton
client page.

•

•

•

•

Easy-to-follow selected walking routes through sat
nav and geo located images, photos, arrows and
written directions

The ability to share experiences, tips or recommendations
using social media and add their own images

• The chance to be showcased along the routes featured
•

•

The opportunity to tap into the accessible tourism market,
worth over £2 billion a year to tourism in England
Generation of further marketing opportunities, as users
add their own content and share with others via
social media

Destinations

Visitors and residents
The ability to plan a trip in advance and also use mobile
devices to follow the photos and directions once at the
destination

An enhanced experience en-route to help find a shop,
		restaurant, café or bar

Businesses

•

•

Visual maps promoting confidence for visitors who have
a limited understanding of English and those seeking
confirmation of step-free routes

•

•

•

Greater awareness by visitors of what the destination
has to offer
The ability to include all businesses along the routes
featured, as PhotoRoute covers the public realm
Visitor confidence in a destination by providing pictorial
step-free routes that are easy to access in website, print
and app formats before or during a break
The chance to promote to target audiences who may
be visiting during off-peak periods e.g. older people or
disabled people

Brighton Lanes shopping area

“

 Using a map with photos
makes it easy for most
people to find their way,
particularly when English may
not be their first language, or
they want visual confirmation
of a step-free route option.

“

Approach & Benefits
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Results

Challenges and Lessons Learnt

•

 he aim of the project was to feature all partners in
T
the step-free PhotoRoute walking maps, including
accommodation providers who had National Accessible
Scheme grading
and attractions

•

 irect routes were created from the nearest railway stations
D
to accommodation

•

L ocal itineraries were devised featuring circular tours
to give visitors a taste of Brighton’s cultural gems and
highlights

Top Tips

“

We are delighted to be working
with PhotoRoute and view the new
walking maps as a very important
addition to our information on
accessible Brighton. We are sure
they will inspire confidence in all
visitors that Brighton is a city that
can cater for all degrees of mobility
and one that can offer a quality
experience to all visitors.

Shopping in the narrow lanes of old Brighton

“

Suzanne Mantell
Visitor Services Manager at VisitBrighton

Once created, it was important that the PhotoRoute maps were
easy to find on the business’ websites. Access information
is more widely used by visitors when it is clearly visible.
Ideally this would be on the website homepage as users
tend to assume access information does not exist if it is not
immediately obvious; however, this proved difficult for some
partners to secure. It is important that businesses understand
the value that such accessibility information has and can help to
encourage visits.

1. E
 nsure that all project partners are aware of
responsibilities, liabilities and rewards from the
outset
2. M
 ake information on accessibility easy to find and
navigate
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For more information
Visit: http://maps.photoroute.com/brighton
Contact: alick@enabledcity.com
Alick Mackenzie
Director
Enabled City ltd
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